
What’s Cooking? 
 

Enchanted Forest Water Safari serves a wide variety of food and snack items.  From Pizza & Wings to Cheeseburgers & 

Ice Cream Cones to Walk-Away Tacos & Boardwalk Fries, there’s something for every appetite.  Below are some popular 

food items that are served at Enchanted Forest Water Safari along with some information about how they are made, 

measured or served. 

 

 

Pizza – Made and served at Klondike Kate’s Saloon for over 25 years.  Pizza is the main item in the Lunch for the Bunch 

package.  EFWS purchases fresh pizza shells from North Country Pizza Shells, a family owned local business.  These are 

the toppings for each 16-inch pizza, which has 8 slices. 

 

 4 oz. pizza sauce   8 oz.  mozzarella cheese 

 2 oz. (36 slices) pepperoni   

  

 

Walk-Away Tacos – Made and served at Carousel Café.  Walk-Away Tacos made their EFWS debut in 2006.  The 

‘tacos’ are made with one ‘big grab’ bag (1 ¾ oz.) of Cooler Ranch Doritos and the following toppings: 

 

 1 oz. fresh diced tomato   1 oz. shredded cheddar-jack cheese 

 2 oz. salsa ranch dressing  2 oz. shredded lettuce 

 3 oz. seasoned taco meat 

 

 

Wraps – Made and served at Whistle Punk Café.  EFWS has been serving wraps since 2004.  Guests have their choice of 

turkey or chicken Caesar wraps.  Wraps are made with a 12-inch round garlic herb tortilla. 

 

 Chicken Caesar Wrap:  Turkey Wrap: 

 3 oz. pulled chicken   3 oz. turkey  

 ½ oz. parmesan cheese   1 oz. fresh diced tomato 

2 oz. Romaine lettuce   1 ½ oz. shredded lettuce 

1 ½ oz. Caesar dressing   ½ oz. (1 slice) American cheese      

      1 ½ oz. light Ranch dressing (1 packet) 

 

Ice Cream Cones – EF/WS has been serving ice cream since 1956!  Today, soft ice cream is served at Tropical Treats 

and Carousel Café.  Guests have their choice of 3 flavors – chocolate, vanilla & twist, and 3 sizes – baby, regular & large.  

Serving sizes are determined by the number of rotations around the ice cream cone; the number of ‘twists’.   

 

 Baby:          1 ½ twists around the cone 

 Regular:      3 ½ twists around the cone 

 Large:        4 ½ twists around the cone 

 

 

Dippin’ Dots – Served in the middle and back of the park.  Dippin’ Dots, also known as ‘the ice cream of the future’, 

have been a guest favorite at EFWS since 1994.  They are kept extremely cold at a chilly -40°F. Flavors served here 

include: Chocolate, Vanilla, Cookies & Cream, Birthday Cake, Rainbow Ice, Brownie Batter, Chocolate Chip Cookie 

Dough and Redberry Sherbet.  Guests have their choice of flavor (some even decide to mix flavors) and size.   

 

  Small:            5 oz. 

  Medium:       8 oz. 

  Large:      12 oz. 



 

 

What’s Cooking 

Level 1 

 

 
1.  Which soft ice cream cone size has the most ice cream? 

 a. regular  b.  large  c.  baby 

 

2.  What are the meat choices for wraps? 

 a. chicken and pork   b. turkey and chicken 

 c. ham and turkey   d. chocolate and vanilla  

 

3.  Which is NOT an ingredient in Walk-Away-Tacos? 

 a. cheddar-jack cheese  b. peppers 

 c. tomatoes    d. Doritos 

 

4.  Which is NOT a Dippin’ Dots flavor served at EFWS? 

 a. Rainbow Ice   b. Brownie Batter 

 c. Chocolate    d. Strawberry 

 

5.  Which food item is made and served at Carousel Café? 

 a. Walk-Away Tacos   b. Cheeseburgers 

 c. Pizza    d. Dippin’ Dots 

 

6.  Which food would you be able to share with the most people? 

 a. A baby-sized ice cream cone b. A whole pizza 

 c. A Walk-Away Taco  d. A wrap 

 

7.  Which food has been served at EFWS for the longest amount of time? 

 a. Ice Cream Cones   b. Pizza 

 c. Wraps    d. Dippin’ Dots 

 

8.  What food does not have cheese in it? 

 a. Pizza    b. Walk-Away Tacos 

 c. Dippin’ Dots   d. Wraps 

 

9.    If you are really hot and need to cool down, which food would help you cool off?   

 (Which one is the coldest?) 

 a. Wraps    b. Pizza 

 c. Walk-Away Taco   d. Dippin’ Dots 

 

10. Which two foods have freshly diced tomato in them? 

 a. Dippin’ Dots and Wraps  b.  Walk-Away Tacos and Ice Cream Cones 

 b. Pizza and Ice Cream Cones  d.  Walk-Away Tacos and Turkey Wraps 

 

 

 



What’s Cooking 

Level 2 

 
1.  Audrey is working at Tropical Treats.  The Moore family of 5 comes up to her window to order some   

     ice cream.  This is their order:  1 regular vanilla, 1 large twist, 1 baby chocolate, 1 regular twist and  

     1 regular chocolate.  (Hint:  Twist flavored ice cream is exactly ½ chocolate, ½ vanilla.  The ice  

     cream that is in the twist cones must be divided and added to the chocolate & vanilla totals.)     

a. How many total rotations around the cone will Audrey have to achieve to complete all the ice   cream 

cones in the Moore’s order? 

 b. How many rotations of vanilla ice cream? 

 c. How many rotations of chocolate ice cream? 

  

2.  Assume that the ingredients are evenly dispersed across each pizza. 

 a. How many ounces of cheese are on each slice of pizza?  

 b. How many ounces of sauce are on each slice of pizza? 

 c. How many ounces and slices of pepperoni are on each slice of pizza?  

 

3.  If the ingredients were weighed before adding them to the wrap, which of the following wraps would  

     be the heaviest? 

 a.  Chicken Caesar 

 b. Turkey 

  

 

4.  If there are 58 cheese pizzas and 26 pepperoni pizzas made in one day at Klondike Kates… 

 a. How many pizza shells would be needed? 

 b. How much mozzarella cheese would be needed? 

 c. How much pizza sauce would be needed? 

 d. How many ounces and slices of pepperoni would be needed? 

 

5.  Which food item weighs the most? 

 a. Walk-Away Taco (weight not including the Doritos) 

 b. Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato & Ranch Wrap (weight not including the Tortilla) 

 

6.  Two groups order Dippin’ Dots.  Group One orders:  1 large Cookies & Cream, 2 medium Rainbow  

      Ice, 1 small Brownie Batter, 1 large half Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough, half Birthday Cake and 1 medium  

      Redberry Sherbet.  Group Two orders:  2 small Brownie Batter, 1 large Cookies & Cream, 1 medium half  

      Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough, half Cookies & Cream, 1 small Rainbow Ice and 1 large Birthday Cake 

 a. Which group ordered the most total ounces of Dippin’ Dots? 

b. Which group ordered the most ounces of… Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough?     Cookies & Cream?    

Brownie Batter?     Birthday Cake? 

 c. If small costs $4.75, medium costs $5.95 and a large costs $6.95, which group spent the  

                most money on their order of Dippin’ Dots? 

 

7.  If there are 63 Turkey Wraps and 72 Walk-Away Tacos made in one day, and each food was made with the  

     standard amount of ingredients… 

 a. How much lettuce would be needed? 

 b. How much tomato would be needed? 

 c. How much cheese (in ounces) would be needed? 

 d. Of which ingredient would the most ounces be needed? 

 


